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We present a method for evaluating internal dynamic stresses in a solid vibrating body from
measurements of surface motion. The method relies on the same mathematics as boundary element
method: A boundary reciprocity integral represents interior motion as a surface integral of boundary
motion times the Green’s function. The surface motions are measured with a laser vibrometer rather
than simulated, giving a direct measurement of internal motions and internal dynamic stresses.
Experimental results on a flexing beam demonstrate that stresses measured in this fashion match
those calculated from elementary theory. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2790379�

In the recent years, the ability to analyze internal stresses
in static objects has improved dramatically. Given measured
external forces on an object, finite element calculations can
accurately and reliably evaluate the internal stress and strain
components.1 The same level of progress has not been made
in measuring the internal dynamic stress in vibrating bodies.
There are three primary reasons for this. First, four-
dimensional simulations �three spatial dimensions plus time�
require so many elements and so much computation as to
have been computationally infeasible until comparatively re-
cently. Second, the wave equation becomes dispersive—a
fundamental change in character—when discretized,2 and
thus simulations are inherently suspect except with extraor-
dinarily fine meshes. Third, accurate simulations require ac-
curate modeling of the dynamic response of the mounting
apparatus, which is difficult or impossible to measure.

Several methods are available for imaging the stresses
inside a vibrating body. Stress-induced photoelastic optical
birefringence gives the thickness integral of the difference of
principal stresses in a transparent vibrating body.3 Utilizing
the method known as stress pattern analysis by thermal
emission,4 bulk dilatation at the surface of a solid can be
calculated from infrared images of the minute heating and
cooling as the material compresses and expands.

Internal stresses can be estimated from the knowledge of
surface motions. Our experiments use a laser vibrometer �la-
ser Doppler velocimeter�, in which the reflection of the laser
spot interferes with a reference beam that has been frequency
shifted using a Bragg cell. The frequency of the interference
is then a direct measurement of the Doppler shift of the re-
flected laser light, and therefore the surface velocity parallel
to the beam at the reflecting surface point can be evaluated.
A variety of laser vibrometers are commercially available,
including scanning and multiaxis models.

In this letter we develop and demonstrate a method for
evaluating the dynamic full-field internal stress/strain state
inside homogeneous solid objects through quantitative mea-
surements of surface vibration captured with a laser vibro-
meter. Our method uses measurements of the full three-axis
vibration across the entire boundary of an object to evaluate

the motion inside the object. This is analogous to a boundary
element method computation where instead of performing a
simulation at the boundary, the boundary motions are actu-
ally measured. Our method is equivalent to a boundary ele-
ment simulation where experimental measurements replace
the simulation.

We evaluate internal motions from the boundary motion
using a reciprocity integral formulation and the Green’s
function, following the logic of Achenbach.5 The equations
of motion in a solid body are

�ij,i + f j = �üj , �1�

for stress tensor �ij, body force f j, mass density �, and par-
ticle displacement uj. The time-harmonic Green’s function is
the solution to Eq. �1� in response to a time-harmonic body
force impulse in the kth direction at x=X : f j =��x�
−X� �e−i�t� jk. Thus the stress and displacement Green’s func-
tions �ij:k

G:X and uj:k
G:X satisfy

�ij:k,i
G:X + ��x� − X� �e−i�t� jk = �üj:k

G:X, �2�

where summation is implied by repeated indices �Einstein
notation� and the comma denotes spatial differentiation with
respect to the index following the comma. Note that roman i
represents the imaginary number, while italic i denotes an
index.

The reciprocity formulation is the equations of motion
�Eq. �1�� with no body force �f j =0�, multiplied on both sides
by the Green’s function displacement uj:k

G:X, and then sub-
tracted from the Greens function equation which is itself
multiplied by the specimen displacement uj,

�ij:k,i
G:X uj − �ij,iuj:k

G:X = ��üj:k
G:X − ��x� − X� �e−i�t� jk�uj

− �üjuj:k
G:X. �3�

This equation is simplified, subject to the symmetries of the
stiffness tensor, and integrated over the volume of the speci-
men. Several terms are grouped into the form of a divergence
and transformed into a surface integral through the diver-
gence theorem, yieldinga�Electronic mail: sdh4@iastate.edu
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�
V

���x� − X� �e−i�t� jkuj�dV = − �
S

��ij:k
G:Xuj − �ijuj:k

G:X�nidA ,

�4�

where ni is the surface normal. The volume integral can be
readily evaluated, and if the surface tractions are zero, then
�ijuj:k

G:Xni is also zero. The displacement at any internal point
X can therefore be evaluated as

�uk�x�=X� =
1

e−i�t�
S

�− �ij:k
G:Xuj�nidS . �5�

Strain is the spatial derivative of displacement,

�kl =
uk,l + ul,k

2
= � 1

i�e−i�t�
S

���ij:k,l
G:X + �ij:l,k

G:X �v j�nidS�
X� =x�

,

�6�

where we have replaced uj with v j / i�, since velocity not
displacement is our measurable quantity. The stress can be
trivially calculated from the strain using Hooke’s law for an
isotropic medium,

�ij = 2��ij + ��kk�ik, �7�

where � and � are the Lamé stiffness constants. To summa-
rize, given the vector surface velocity measured over the
entire boundary of a solid body, we can calculate the stress
everywhere within the body using Eqs. �6� and �7� and the
derivatives of the well-known stress Green’s function.6

Evaluating the internal stresses of a specimen using Eqs.
�6� and �7� requires measuring the vector surface velocity
over the entire boundary of the specimen. Obviously this
measurement is impractical due to the need for support and
mounting. Fortunately, the Green’s function drops off as 1 /R
in the far field, so errors due to surfaces that cannot be mea-
sured will be primarily significant only in the immediate vi-
cinity of those points that could not be measured.

To demonstrate this method we tested it first on a simple
geometry: a 26�13�154 mm3 rectangular bar. The bar was
mounted at a single point, bolted directly to a piezoelectric
stack actuator, and covered with retroreflective tape. We cre-
ated discrete 5�5 mm2 tessellations of each of the five ac-
cessible faces. The bar, actuator, and laser vibrometer were

mounted on carefully calibrated and aligned motion stages,
so that the motion at each point on each face could be mea-
sured from different directions of incidence. The bar was
repeatedly vibrated by the actuator with a 100 Hz–20 kHz
frequency-swept waveform, and the laser vibrometer was
scanned three times over each face at different �linearly in-
dependent� incidence directions to obtain the Cartesian ve-
locity components needed to evaluate Eq. �6�.

Calculating the velocity or strain rate tensor at an inte-
rior point requires numerically evaluating the boundary inte-
gral of Eq. �6�. The simplest solution is to replace the inte-
gral with a sum over the tessellated surface elements and
evaluate the Green’s function at the center of each element.
This is sufficient only when the radius vector from the inte-
rior point to the center of an element is approximately equal
to the radius vector to all points on the element. That is, the
simple solution only works for tessellated elements that are a
relatively large distance from the reference position where
the internal motions are being evaluated. To work around this
problem we developed an algorithm that subtessellates ele-
ments that are too close to the reference position. Once subt-
essellated, the element size relative to the radius is smaller,
and subtessellation is repeated recursively until the far-field
approximation holds.

Evaluation of Eqs. �6� and �7� in the frequency domain
followed by an inverse Fourier transform gives the stress
tensor as a function of time at each point inside the bar. To
illustrate, the cross-sectional shear stress �23 at the centroid
of the bar is shown in Fig. 1. Quantitative stresses �in Pas-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Stress as a function of time at the centroid of the bar,
as measured using Eqs. �6� and �7�. The excitation was a 100 Hz–20 kHz
chirp between t=200 ms and t=210 ms.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Mode shape of the 7.4 kHz resonant mode, as mea-
sured with the laser vibrometer. Bending stress �xx of this mode, measured
using Eqs. �6� and �7�, has been mapped to color.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Mode profile of the 7.4 kHz resonant mode and the
best-fit flexural mode shape. The curve fit is y=−0.272 sinh�	x�
+0.272 cosh�	x�+0.337 sin�	x�−0.226 cos�	x� �m/kHz. The two curves
are almost perfectly superimposed.
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cals� can be calculated anywhere in the bar except near the
unmeasurable region near the transducer.

A number of resonances are observed in the measured
spectra. Several of these are bending mode resonances and as
such can be compared with flexural wave theory. The
frequency-domain stresses calculated with Eqs. �6� and �7�
can be directly compared to stresses calculated from flexural
wave theory given the surface motion profile of the mode.
One such mode exists at 7.4 kHz, with the mode shape
shown in Fig. 2 and lengthwise displacement profile shown
in Fig. 3 along with the four-parameter best fit flexural mode
shape. Figure 4 shows the normal �xx bending stress distri-
bution along a lengthwise slice of the bar as measured
through Eqs. �6� and �7�, as well as the same quantity calcu-
lated from flexural wave theory given the mode-shape and
partial wave amplitudes of Fig. 3. Observe that the two im-
ages in Fig. 4 match almost precisely except at x
35 mm,
where all of the points on the bottom side of the sample were
shadowed by the actuating transducer and were hence un-
measurable. No additional fitting or amplitude scaling was
needed to make the two parts of Fig. 4 match. Typical devia-
tion between the two parts of Fig. 4 is approximately ±5%,
except near the missing data points such as those in the un-
measurable region near the transducer. The other normal
stress components at this frequency are approximately zero,
as predicted by flexural wave theory.

The stress field calculated by integrating measured ve-
locities over the boundary of the bar matches that calculated
from flexural wave theory given only the partial wave am-
plitudes. Thus we conclude that, at least in this case, the
boundary integral method described above correctly calcu-
lated the internal stresses in the bar. Due to the 1/R depen-

dence of the Green’s function, the effect of unmeasurable
points was limited to the immediate vicinity of those points,
and a close match with theory was observed everywhere out-
side that range.

Obviously the method as described is limited to solid,
homogeneous, and isotropic solids with accessible surfaces.
Known inhomogeneity or anisotropy can be taken into ac-
count through the use of alternative Green’s functions that
include the inhomogeneity or anisotropy. Such Green’s func-
tions can be calculated through theory or numerical compu-
tation, and would generally maintain the 1/R dependence
and associated robustness of the Green’s function in the face
of missing measurement points. Unknown inhomogeneity
such as a large internal flaw would act as a scatterer and
appear in the observed stress field as a source of stress or
stress concentration.

We have described a method for calculating dynamic
internal stresses in vibrating solids from surface vibrometry
measurements. The calculation relies on the Green’s function
and the reciprocity integral formulation to evaluate the inter-
nal motion at a point in terms of a surface integral of the
motion on the boundary. The method has been demonstrated
experimentally. In an example involving a bending mode, it
gives an equivalent internal stress distribution to that given
by flexural wave theory. Other methods of inferring dynamic
internal stresses give less direct measures of the stress. Our
technique allows experimental measurement and direct com-
putation of all dynamic stress tensor components inside a
vibrating solid object.

This material is based on the work supported by the Air
Force Research Laboratory under Contract No. FA8650-04-
C-5228 at Iowa State University’s Center for NDE.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Color mapped images of the measured and calculated
stresses.
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